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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose an optimization method based on behavioral data mining for the emergence of negative emotions 

in network public opinion in unexpected situations leading to problems that endanger social stability and use data mining 

to confirm the correspondence of the kNN algorithm. In the opinion propagation model, the radius of opinion radiation is 

assumed to use the network node density and distribution density as features of node exchange information. Then, the 

kNN algorithm is used to train the comment set for the analysis of user sentiment evolution of network opinion in the 

social network environment, and the web crawler technology is used to obtain the output interface data APIs of microblogs 

and WeChat, and the social media user comment data is used as the data for the empirical analysis of network opinion. 

snowNLP and kNN algorithms are used to analyze the sentiment score of network opinion and the sentiment score less 

than 0.5, i.e., the sentiment polarity. There were 15 days when the sentiment score tended to be negative and 65 days 

when the sentiment score was greater than 0.5, i.e., the sentiment polarity tended to be positive. 

Keywords: Online public opinion; Behavioral data mining; kNN algorithm; Web crawler technology; Sentiment 
evolution. 
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1 Introduction 

The 21st century is the era of rapid development of modern technology, and in daily life, the influence 

of the Internet is everywhere and has long become the mainstream media nowadays. With the advent 

of the era of self-media, every individual can publish information, express their opinions, disseminate 

information, etc., on microblogs, WeChat, short videos and other APP platforms [1-2]. The collection 

of public attitudes, emotions, and behavioral tendencies toward various social affairs is known as 

public opinion, and it possesses the characteristics of clarity, difference, intertwining, dependence, 

neglect, and extensiveness [3]. Social networks have become the primary carrier of public opinion 

due to the development of mobile Internet technology. In a broad sense, online public opinion is a 

variety of emotions, opinions and attitudes of various social groups existing on online platforms; in a 

narrow sense, online public opinion is “the socio-political attitudes generated and held by the public, 

as the subject of public opinion, toward state administrators around the occurrence, development and 

changes of social matters in a certain Internet space” [4-6]. In addition to the general characteristics 

of public opinion, the special nature of its reliance platform also makes online public opinion have 

other characteristics [7]. 

Online public opinion is another expression of social opinion on the Internet platform reflecting 

public sentiment and public opinion, and it has the characteristics of fast dissemination, wide 

dissemination, and a large dissemination base [8-9]. When a hot event occurs in society, the amount 

of data generated by online public opinion may grow exponentially and cannot be ignored [10-11]. If 

the government fails to control it promptly, it may result in an uncontrollable situation and even lead 

to public instability and social unrest [12]. For this reason, the regulation and disposal of online public 

opinions have become a topical social issue with practical significance today. 

The literature [13] investigated the influence of influencing factors in different dimensions on 

disseminating public opinion information in social media. By selecting multidimensional factors, 

including information characteristics, communication network structure, and user-level attributes, an 

econometric model was applied to analyze them. The key factor in information dissemination is not 

influencing traditional information characteristics and source attributes but possibly information 

channels. The issue of similarity between the epidemic dissemination model and the sentiment 

analysis and dissemination model on social media was investigated in depth in the literature [14]. The 

method was verified to predict the development trend of public opinion effectively. The use of deep 

learning techniques allows for insight into the core issues of topic and sentiment analysis from the 

perspective of public opinion analysis. The literature [15] examined the use of two new node states 

to enhance the effect of information diffusion in a coupled social network environment for 

information dissemination. An improved SIR model is used to participate in independent extenders 

and cross-network extenders, whose participation in information expansion, using independent 

booths as sources of information, yields better diffusion probability and wider diffusion range. The 

improved SIR model provides a good fit and a more convenient way to interpret the data to visualize 

information diffusion in the case of cross-network dissemination of public opinion. 

The literature [16] investigated a sentiment tendency analysis model by incorporating a lexicon of 

commonly used sentiment words and expressions into a lexicon using the positive and negative 

sentiment lexicon of the HowNet Sentiment Dictionary. By creating a sentiment lexicon and 

proposing a sentiment tendency analysis model, online opinion participants' sentiment characteristics 

can be explored effectively to gain insight into their behavior. The process of user opinion fusion 

under interest and trust thresholds was explored in the literature [17]. A new HKSEIR model of 

opinion evolution was constructed using a combination of opinion fusion HK and epidemic 

communication SEIR models. The model considers topic interest degree and analyzes the interaction 

behaviors among users under interest and confidence thresholds to calculate the probability of topic 
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propagation caused by inter-user opinion interaction under group pressure and the probability of users 

changing from infection to deletion status under topic epidemic. Online users' information data is 

collected and processed based on the behavioral characteristics of online opinion participants. When 

users' opinion fusion interactions reach a certain level, users' interests become the primary factor in 

shaping public opinion. 

The literature [18] studied the topics of public opinion in the Macromedia network and revealed the 

negative topics being discussed on the Macromedia network. The multidimensional network model 

of the topology of online public opinion for self-media was constructed using the characteristics of 

the opinion elements in the “micro media” network as a reference for classifying the opinion elements. 

The multidimensional network model can effectively describe the communication of multiple topics 

on the micro-media network. The key nodes of public opinion evolution on social media were 

examined in the literature [19]. A new approach is proposed to construct a framework for analyzing 

public opinion in terms of the temporal pattern of online information, the evolution of frames, and 

the evolution of users through an innovative combination of content analysis and some curve-fitting 

methods. Social events have a double diffusion cycle, and a completely different mechanism forms 

each cycle, while the characteristics of online opinion diffusion can be depicted by the key parameters 

of the bimodal Gaussian model. 

In this paper, firstly, we put forward hypotheses on the public opinion dissemination model and study 

the density distribution of network nodes in a certain communication range where communication 

nodes exchange information. The optimization method of behavioral data mining is used to change 

the problem of negative emotions appearing in network public opinion under unexpected situations 

and to avoid leading to situations that endanger social stability. Secondly, an analysis model of the 

emotional characteristics and evolutionary laws of users of online public opinion in social networks 

is constructed based on the kNN algorithm. Web crawler technology is used as the data acquisition 

technique, the BosonNLP tool is used for word separation to construct a text matrix and text corpus, 

and social media user comment data is used as the data for empirical analysis of online public opinion. 

Then, the model parameter weights are adjusted and cross-validated characteristics according to the 

convolutional neural network, and the correct rate, recall rate and F1 value are tested in the test set 

by the convolutional layer, pooling layer and fully connected layer, and the optimal model is 

determined by debugging the parameters to obtain relevant data. Finally, the above data are used as 

kNN algorithm and snowNLP algorithm network opinion sentiment analysis models, which are used 

to score the sentiment of microblog comments and analyze the sentiment score of network opinion 

under unexpected situations. 

2 Network opinion dissemination model 

2.1 Modeling Construction of Public Opinion Communication 

2.1.1 Assumptions of public opinion dissemination model 

In this paper, we assume that within a certain area, the number of network nodes is  in a plane of 

area , and assume that these  nodes are uniformly distributed in the area, thus obtaining the 

network node density distribution density in this finite area  . Assuming that the signal 

radiation radius of each node is , all other nodes within a circle of radius  with the node as the 

center are able to receive the node’s signal and can communicate with them. Assuming that node  

exchanges information with at most  DTN nodes at a certain time, the maximum degree of node 

 is . However, because node  is constantly moving with a certain speed  in an area of , 
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resulting in random or predetermined connectivity with other nodes, the degree of node  is not 

always the same value. At different times, there will be a different number of nodes , 

 being the number of nodes met by node  that happen to fall into the same communication field 

of node . 

In other words, only  nodes happen to be in the communication field of node 

 in a given time  period. And only the nodes that are in the communication field of node  can 

connect with node  and receive information. Since the actual degree of node  varies with time, 

and at a given time  the degree is uncertain, the degree of node  may take on a value of . 

Therefore, when formalizing DTNs and designing information transmission models, time is the key 

factor to consider, and at different times,  has different values: 

  (1) 

Where  is a probability density function,  takes a time-dependent value, and  

denotes the integer part of . Thus, if for security reasons a given node  can exchange 

information with up to  nodes, but due to the mobility and restricted communication range of the 

DTN node, at the moment  he can only have the opportunity to communicate with  

of them, the node communication is schematically shown in Figure 1. Assuming that node  moves 

with speed  in an area  and can detect other nodes in a radius  with a total of  nodes in 

, it is possible to indicate how many nodes the node can exchange information with during its 

movement. 

  (2) 

  (3) 

  (4) 

Where  denotes the density of nodes in area ,  denotes the area covered by nodes moving 

at speed   from   to   in time  , and   denotes the number of nodes   that can 

communicate in time . 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of node communication 
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2.1.2 State transition of the public opinion dissemination model 

Based on the new terminology defined above and the original epidemic communication theory, the 

process of online opinion state transformation is shown in Figure 2. 

Each of the  nodes of the network can have three states: unknown state, propagated state, and 

uninvited state. A node that has never received a message in the random network and is ready to 

receive it is in the unknown state . A node that has received a message and is ready to disseminate 

it is in the propagation state . A node that has received a message but is no longer interested in 

forwarding it for other reasons is in the unreceptive state . 

 

Figure 2. The process of transitioning the state of online public opinion 

When an unknown state node meets a propagating state node that has securely exchanged public keys, 

the unknown state node can accept the information held by the propagating state node. Then the 

unknown state node will become a propagated state node with a probability of  . When a 

propagation state node meets another propagation state or non-receiving state node that has already 

securely exchanged public keys, the node will become a non-receiving state node with a probability 

of , because it will be persuaded that all its partners have been informed of the information and 

therefore no further propagation is necessary. The densities of unknown, propagated, and unaccepted 

nodes are denoted as  and , respectively.  and  are defined as follows: 

  (5) 

  (6) 

  (7) 

Where  and  are the number of nodes in the -time unknown, propagated, and 

unafflicted states, respectively. In addition, the state of each node is one of , , and . Therefore, 

the following equation (8) is the normalization condition of the equation. 

  (8) 

The set of mean field equations with respect to the three density variations satisfies the following set 

of coupled differential equations: 
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  (9) 

  (10) 

  (11) 

By replacing  with expressions (1) (2) (3) (4), the differential equations (9) (10) (11) take the 

following form. 

  (12) 

  (13) 

  (14) 

The initial condition for the system of equations is . where  

is the propagation rate and  is the rate of decay of the propagating state nodes into unstuck nodes. 

 is the maximum degree. It can be assumed that , meaning that if the unknown state DTN 

node   and the propagating state node   are in the same communication domain and have 

securely exchanged their public keys, then node  is sure to accept the information carried by node 

. 

From the above set of differential equations, it can be seen that  is in an 

important position in the set of differential equations. The biggest difference from previous work in 

the field of rumor research is that  varies randomly with time. When 

, the density probability function will remain constant during these 

time steps because of the lack of message receivers within that communication range. 

2.2 Classification of social network opinion users 

2.2.1 KNN Classification Method Framework 

The kNN, also known as the neighbor algorithm, is one of the most fundamental data mining 

classification methods. kNN algorithm considers that its k closest neighbors can represent each 
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sample. The algorithm assumes that k closest samples in the feature space belong to the same category, 

so all samples in this feature space belong to this category. kNN algorithm is based on the limit 

theorem by defining the category through neighboring node features8 but is only relevant to a very 

small number of neighboring samples in the decision category process. To determine the correlation 

between test set data and sample set data, an initial training sample set is defined, and the data is set 

to corresponding labels. After inputting the test set data, it is compared with the data in the sample 

set to determine the categories and corresponding features, and finally, the data in the sample set with 

the most similar features is determined. 

Based on the emotional characteristics and evolution rules of online opinion users in the kNN social 

network environment, the process of building the online opinion user sentiment analysis model is 

shown in Figure 3: 

1) Data pre-processing, word separation based on the subject comment corpus, removal of 

deactivated and useless words, and extraction of sentiment words in the text. 

2) Constructing the sentiment polarity word list, judging the sentiment tendency, including 

positive, negative and neutral, judging the sentiment polarity based on sentiment analysis for 

the thesaurus based on the classification word list, and judging the sentiment intensity based 

on the sentiment intensity word list. 

3) Construct a sentiment analysis model to determine the mathematical expression of sentiment 

polarity and sentiment degree, polarity value and sentimental value. 

4) Train and test the text, train the comment set based on the kNN algorithm, train the sentiment 

polarity, sentiment degree, polarity value and sentiment value of the text in the test set based 

on the results of the training set, and analyze the evolution of user sentiment of online public 

opinion in the social network environment. 

 

Figure 3. Analysis model of user sentiment of online public opinion 
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2.2.2 Affective polarity and polarity values 

Emotion distribution is obtained based on the comment information of online opinion users in the 

social network environment, including positive emotion M, neutral emotion K and negative emotion 

N. The sum of the three is defined as the emotion polarity E, as in Equation (15): 

  (15) 

Where,   represents the proportion of positive emotions   among all emotion words in the 

message,  represents negative emotions  among all emotion words in the message, and  

represents neutral emotions  among all emotion words in the message. 

The training of the polarity value of user comment content is shown in equation (16): 

  (16) 

 denotes the polarity value,  denotes the sentiment polarity, and  denotes the sentiment 

intensity of the th sentiment word. The weight of 0.6 and 0.4 is set for each category of sentiment 

word proportion and sentiment intensity set, respectively. The training formula (17) for the sentiment 

value of user comment content is as follows: 

  (17) 

The KNN algorithm-based sentiment analysis model of online opinion users in social network 

environment includes data preprocessing, sentiment polarity word list construction, sentiment 

analysis model construction, sentiment classification training and testing. 

 denotes sentiment value,  denotes sentiment degree, and  denotes sentiment intensity 

of the th sentiment word. 0.6 and 0.4 are set weightings. 

2.2.3 User Text Classification Model Based on Convolutional Neural Network 

In this paper, we construct a text topic classification model for social network opinion users based on 

a convolutional neural network, and the process of social network opinion user sentiment 

classification is shown in Figure 4. 

1) Obtain microblog and WeChat output interface data APIs through web crawler technology 

and crawl two social media users’ comment data. 
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3) Use the BosonNLP tool for word separation during the training phase of word vectors, and 

use Word2Vec to train Chinese word vectors. Lastly, create a text matrix and text corpus. 

4) The labeled data is marked as the training set, and the model parameter weights are adjusted 

by the convolutional layer, pooling layer, and fully connected layer for cross-validation. The 

correctness, recall, and F1 values are tested in the test set. 

5) Determine the optimal model by adjusting the parameters. 

 

Figure 4. The process of classifying users’ emotions in social network opinion 
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  (18) 

The comment information can be transformed into a matrix of sentences of the same size as the model 

input by a vertical concatenation operation on the word vectors, i.e., summation, i.e., . 

The selection and initialization of the filters are considered first when performing the convolution 

operation on the text sentence matrix. Filters  ,   are the dimensions of the filter, 

representing the number of words or words in each convolution operation, and  is the dimension 

of the word vector. The convolution operation is the feature vector obtained by convolving a filter 

with a string containing   words. When filter   convolves a particular string  , the 

resulting feature vector  expression is: 

  (19) 

  is the bias term and   is the nonlinear activation function. In the process of training word 

vectors, the input layer vector is denoted as  , the intermediate layer vector is 

denoted as , the output layer vector is denoted as , the weight 

from the input layer to the intermediate implied layer is , the weight from the implied layer to the 

output layer is , the bias threshold for the implied layer is , and the threshold for the output 

layer is . Then the formulas from the input layer to the intermediate implied layer and from the 

implied layer to the output layer are denoted as: 

  (20) 

  (21) 

Computational error  and implied layer error  are calculated by comparing output vector  

with target vector , i.e.: 

  (22) 

  (23) 
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importance. In this paper, we first use snowNLP and kNN algorithms to score the sentiment of each 

microblog comment and calculate the sentiment score of the day based on the weighted average of 

the sentiment scores of all comments to observe the change in public opinion. The sentiment scores 

calculated by the snowNLP and kNN algorithms range from 0 to 1, and the closer to 1, the more 

positive the sentiment is; conversely, the closer to 0, the more negative the sentiment is. To compare 

the sentiment scores of the now NLP and kNN algorithms in analyzing the change of public opinion, 

the results of the sentiment scores of the day obtained by weighting the average of all the daily 

comments are shown in Figure 5. 

The results show that during the 80 days from January 20 to April 8, there were 15 days when the 

sentiment score was less than 0.5, i.e., the sentiment polarity tended to be negative, and 65 days when 

the sentiment score was greater than 0.5, i.e., the sentiment polarity tended to be positive. The curve's 

trend shows that although the sentiment fluctuates, the overall sentiment is positive, and the trend line 

for the sentiment is upward. 

 

Figure 5. Change in sentiment score of microblog comments 

3.2 Analysis of the evolution of public opinion themes 

The sentiment analysis results permit dividing public opinion evolution into three stages. The first 

stage is from January 20 to February 6. The second stage is from February 7, 2020, to February 27, 

2020. The content of the microblog text and the comments in these two stages will be modeled and 

analyzed in conjunction with the actual situation. 

1) The first phase (January 20, 2020-February 6, 2020), in which Academician Zhong Nanshan 

first identified the “human-to-human” transmission of NCCP and new cases began to increase, 

focuses on the development of NCCP cases and the development of pneumonia in Wuhan, the 

epicenter of the epidemic. The topics during this period were the development of new cases 

of Pneumocystis carinii, the development of pneumonia, and policy response in Wuhan, the 

disease's epicenter. Netizens recognized the epidemic's seriousness, and their emotions 

changed dramatically, leading to a gradual increase in alertness and worry. From this phase of 

microblog topic mining, it can be seen that the official microblogs were able to push out the 

progress related to the epidemic promptly when the epidemic occurred and show the 

development of cases of the epidemic openly and transparently. However, the negative events 
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that occurred during the epidemic also caused changes in public opinion, and the negative 

impact brought by the negative events also required timely control and feedback from the 

official media. Similarly, the first-stage microblog comment text theme extraction model is 

constructed, and the microblog comment theme extraction results are shown in Figure 6. 

From the extraction results, it can be seen that netizens’ concerns are not only about the notification 

of the epidemic intelligence but also about the supply of materials such as masks during the epidemic, 

the health of medical personnel fighting on the front line, and so on. During this period, the source of 

the virus was discussed with a high degree of enthusiasm, and the discussion of “game” and “bats” 

was 0.0083 and 0.0081, reflecting the public’s concern about the source of the new pneumonia 

outbreak and their tendency to worry and fear in the face of the sudden and unknown disease. In the 

face of sudden and unknown diseases, generating strong negative emotions such as worry and fear is 

easy. Unscrupulous individuals influenced people's emotions by rumor-mongering and trouble-

making during this period. 

 

Figure 6. Statistical analysis of the subject words of microblog comments 

2) The top liked tweets during this period include: “Support Hubei arrangement”, “Dr. Li 

Wenliang’s name is corrected”, “The origin of the epidemic is not necessarily from China”, 

“The Red Cross is investigating thoroughly,” etc. “Red Cross investigates thoroughly,” and 

so on. In addition to informing the public about the epidemic, the content of the microblogs at 

this stage responded to the hot issues that netizens were concerned about before, such as the 

“Red Cross incident”, “Dr. Li Wenliang blowing the whistle,” and the support for the seriously 

ill areas in Hubei besides Wuhan. This effectively solved netizens' concerns, controlled the 

development of public opinion in time, and enhanced the confidence of netizens. Positive 

microblogs related to people’s lives also appeared and were approved by the public. The 

consistency of modeling themes for the second stage of microblog comments is shown in 

Table 1. The “further” indicates that public opinion has been improved, and the tension of the 

people has been relieved compared with the first stage. 
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Table 1. Consistency statistics of microblog comment topics in the second phase 

Number of topics Consistency 

1 0.4825 

2 0.4576 

3 0.5128 

4 0.4604 

5 0.5283 

6 0.4095 

7 0.4472 

8 0.5318 

Netizens experienced three major stages of anxiety and nervousness: gradual recovery, confidence, 

and stability in response to the new pneumonia epidemic, a major public health emergency. Positive 

emotions were generally dominant, with more positive than negative ones. Although more emotional 

fluctuations occurred at the beginning of the epidemic due to fear of the unknown and the emergence 

of certain adverse events affected the overall mood, public opinion gradually went on the right track 

in the middle and later stages. This also confirms the need to pay attention to the preliminary impact 

when encountering similar emergencies and to intervene in public opinion as soon as possible. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, a convolutional neural network was used to construct a textual topic classification model 

for social network opinion users, and based on the kNN algorithm, the sentiment scores of different 

opinion algorithms were compared to analyze opinion changes. The sentiment of public opinion 

changes on social networks during the New Crown epidemic fluctuates greatly, and the sentiment 

polarity tends to be positive for 65 days, while the sentiment polarity tends to be negative for 15 days, 

i.e., the score is less than 0.5. Public opinion presents mostly negative sentiment polarity in the early 

stages but tends to be positive in the middle and late stages, so timely and rapid intervention in social 

network public opinion should be achieved. Accordingly, this paper proposes the following paths for 

timely intervention in online public opinion: 

1) Laws and regulations should be used to guarantee and supervise citizens’ freedom of 

expression in the dissemination of online public opinion to regulate the behavior of online 

public opinion promptly and prevent the emergence of situations that endanger social stability 

and the infringement of citizens’ legitimate rights and interests by malicious public opinion. 

A clear legal restraint mechanism for network public opinion and regulating virtual society 

management are necessary guarantees for a good environment for disseminating network 

public opinion. 

2) Improving citizens' legal and moral awareness is key to constructing effective public opinion 

management networks. Citizens take compliance with the normative requirements of network 

opinion management as the norm for posting comments, cultivate the formation of network 

cultural literacy, improve resistance to vulgar information and enhance discernment of false 

information, create healthy and beneficial network opinion, and create a truly harmonious and 

orderly network environment. 
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